It is well-known that quasi-Frobenius rings are characterized by the property that all propective right modules are injective, as well as by the property that all injective right modules are projective. Similarly, either the property that every quasi-projective is quasi-injective or that every quasi-injective is quasi-projective characterizes uniserial rings. Oshiro has given similar characterizations for generalized uniserial rings. The purpose of this paper is to characterize rings for which continuous right modules are discrete. We show that these rings are precisely the uniserial rings. The property that every discrete module is continuous is also investigated.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to characterize rings for which continuous right modules are discrete (that is, dual-continuous). We show that these rings are precisely the uniserial rings (Theorem 3.3). For a ring R the property that every discrete right /^-module is continuous is also equivalent to R being uniserial when either R is right perfect or R is semiperfect with finitely generated radical (Theorem 3.8). A comprehensive treatment of discrete and continuous modules may be found in [15] .
Throughout this paper all rings have 1 and modules are right unital unless otherwise stated. The Jacobson radical of a ring R is denoted by J(R) or simply by / . For any /?-module M, Rad(M), Soc (M) , and E(M) denote its radical, socle, and injective hull respectively. A module M is said to be valuation (also called uniserial) if its submodules are linearly ordered under inclusion. A ring R is said to be right serial if it is a direct sum of valuation right .R-modules and serial if it is both left and right serial. An artinian ring in which each one-sided ideal is principal is called a uniserial ring. It is well-known that a uniserial ring is serial. Artinian serial rings are called generalized uniserial. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700032687 [3] Uniserial rings 
Main results
We start by stating two of our main theorems. 
) every (quasi-) discrete R-module is quasi-injective, (3) every (quasi-) discrete R-module is (quasi)-continuous; (4) every finitely generated quasi-projective R-moduleis (quasi)-continuous; (5) every quasi-projective R-module is (quasi-) continuous.
Before we prove these theorems we prove a lemma.
LEMMA. If R is a generalized uniserial ring then (i) every quasi-discrete R-module is quasi-projective, and (ii) every quasi-continuous R-module is quasi-injective.
PROOF. Let M be an .R-module. Since R is a generalized uniserial ring, we write M = © £,-M i , where each M i is a cyclic valuation submodule. 
2). Again as in (i), M i is Af^-injective. Now, because R is noetherian, E(M) = ®J2iE(M t ). Let (f..) G End(E(M)) where <p u e Hom(E(Mj), E(M t )),
and let J2x k e © £^, -Then (9 tJ )(£x k ) = E<P ik x k e © E^, . since
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Since any one of the statements (3) through (7) implies statement (2) and statement (1) implies all others (Lemma 3.3), all we need to show is that R is uniserial if each quasi-injective /?-module is quasi-discrete.
Assuming (2), we have that R must be generalized uniserial [16, Theorem 2] . It then follows from Lemma 3.3 that every quasi-injective R module is quasi-projective, and hence R is uniserial. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2.
(1) => (2) . If M is (quasi-) discrete then M is quasi-projective (Lemma 3.3) and therefore M is quasi-injective since R is uniserial.
(2) => (3) is trivial.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700032687 [5] Uniserial rings 201 (3) =>• (4). Now M is finitely generated quasi-projective so M is discrete (Proposition 2.5), and hence M is continuous.
(4) =>• (1). Since R is semiperfect, we can write R = 0 £ e , . R , where e ( R is indecomposable and e^j = d jj e i for i, j = 1 , ... But then, by the Nakayama Lemma, J l = 0 , which yields J w = 0 . Consequently, R is quasi-Frobenius. Furthermore, for any ideal A of R, R/A is also self-injective since R/A x R/A is quasi-continuous. This gives that R/A is quasi-Frobenius. Hence, R is uniserial [4, Proposition 25.4.6(B)].
Finally, (1) => (5) follows from the fact that over uniserial rings quasiprojectives are quasi-injective, while (5) => (4) is obvious. This completes the proof.
The following example shows that the hypothesis that / is finitely generated may not be removed from Theorem 3.2.
3.4. EXAMPLE. Let F be a field. Let Q = {/ c R + U {0}| / is wellordered}. Let T be the set of formal power series J2 a t x ' o v e r F > with / e f t . It is well known that for every nonzero ideal A of T, T/A is selfinjective [11] . Let R = T/xT; then R is a local, non-noetherian, commutative ring satisfying the condition that every one of its homomorphic images is self-injective. Since any finitely generated quasi-projective i?-module M is a direct sum of copies of R/B, where B is an ideal of R [10] , we obtain that M is quasi-injective. Therefore, R is a non-uniserial ring satisfying statement (4) of Theorem 3.2.
